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Abstract
An important way to maintain human cooperation is punishing defection. However, since punishment is costly, how can it arise
and evolve given that individuals who contribute but do not punish fare better than the punishers? This leads to a violation of
causality, since the evolution of punishment is prior to the one of cooperation behaviour in evolutionary dynamics. Our public
goods game computer simulations based on generalized Moran Process, show that, if there exists a 'behaviour-based
sympathy' that compensates those who punish at a personal cost, the way for the emergence and establishment of punishing
behaviour is paved. In this way, the causality violation dissipates. Among humans sympathy can be expressed in many ways
such as care, praise, solace, ethical support, admiration, and sometimes even adoration; in our computer simulations, we use a
small amount of transfer payment to express 'behaviour-based sympathy'. Our conclusions indicate that, there exists co-
evolution of sympathy, punishment and cooperation. According to classical philosophy literature, sympathy is a key factor in
morality and justice is embodied by punishment; in modern societies, both the moral norms and the judicial system, the
representations of sympathy and punishment, play an essential role in stable social cooperation.
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 Introduction
1.1 In a standard public goods game, free-riders (defectors) obtain more payoff than cooperators, so defection is clearly a dominant
strategy. Thus, cooperators will ultimately be replaced by defectors in evolution, independently of their initial proportion in the
population. In this way, highly efﬁcient social cooperation is not possible. This is the so-called "social dilemma" (Dawes 1980;
Messick and Brewer 1983). However, an impressive body of behavioural experiments shows that cooperation in fact exist in the
social dilemma, although it is supposed to be impossible to emerge (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; G￼th et al. 1982; Forsythe et al.
1994; Berg et al. 1995; Andreoni 1988; Isaac et al. 1985). This poses a question to us: what induces people to give up their
beneﬁts of free-riding and turn to cooperation? It becomes a crucial problem in the research of the public goods game.
1.2 One possible explanation to this question can be given by the reciprocity theories. Under the assumption of self-interestedness,
reciprocity could induce signiﬁcant cooperation. The reciprocity theories include direct and indirect reciprocity theories. The
theories of direct reciprocity can explain cooperation in bilateral long-term interactions. However, direct reciprocity relies on
repeated encounters between the same two individuals, and both individuals must be able to provide help. So the theories of
direct reciprocity can not explain why cooperation is frequent in non-repeated interactions (Hamilton 1964; Trivers 1971; Axelrod
and Hamilton 1981; Nowak 1995; Nowak 2006a). The theories of indirect reciprocity show how cooperation in larger groups can
emerge when the cooperators can build a reputation. Yet these theories do not readily explain why cooperation is frequent when
gains from reputation are small or absent. (Nowak and Sigmund 1998; Lotem 1999; Wedekind 2000; Fehr and G￤chter 2002;
Gintis 2003; Nowak 2006a) Additionally, the existence of reciprocity relies on the excludability of the income, which implies, that it
cannot explain the existence of cooperation in non-excludable public goods games.
1.3 In order to explain the existence of cooperation in public goods games, the theory of strong reciprocity was raised, which implies
punishment or altruistic punishment (Gintis 2000; Bowles and Gintis 2004). Related studies have shown that the behaviour of
punishment, a person's propensity to incur a cost in order to punish free-riders, can mitigate the social dilemma (Boyd and
Richerson 1992; Boyd et al. 2003; Bowles and Gintis 2004). Results from behavioural experiments and neuroscience are
consistent with this behaviour pattern: not only has this pattern been conﬁrmed by observation (Ostrom et al. 1992; Fehr and
G￤chter 2000; Fehr and G￤chter 2002; Henrich et al. 2006), but also has its neural basis been discovered by brain imaging (de
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free-riders, would fare better than the punishers. Thus, based on this model, such punishment is supposed to be undermined.
This raises the "second-order social dilemma". To a large extent, the problem of explaining punishment has replaced that of
explaining cooperation (Colman 2006).
1.4 Various solutions to the second-order social dilemma have been proposed (Henrich and Boyd 2001; Milinski et al. 2002;
Panchanathan and Boyd 2004; Henrich 2004). Recently, Hauert et al. (2007) and Sigmund et al. (2010) showed, that it can be
solved if individuals have the option to abstain from the joint endeavor. In their research, this paves the way for the emergence
and establishment of cooperative behavior based on the punishment of defectors. However, Boyd and Mathew (2007) pointed
out, that it is a rare case that individuals can opt out of collective goods, because most of them are non-excludable, such as the
security of a tribe, irrigation works, giant prey, etc.. Indeed, Hauert et al. provide a cogent mechanism that can explain the
evolution of punishment, yet it reveals only a few cases being conform to this assumption. Therefore it is "a narrow road to
cooperation" and "the challenge is now to understand how punishment can arise in the remaining cases".
1.5 Lately, simulations conducted by Klaus Jaffe and Luis Zaballa (2010) show, that cooperative punishment, i.e. all the group
members sharing the cost of the punishment, is an evolutionary stable strategy that performs better in evolutionary terms than
non-cooperative punishment. In this way the second-order social dilemma is solved. Yet, cooperative punishment is a very
strong constraint of the model. Firstly, cooperation is necessary for cooperative punishment to evolve. However, from an
anthropological point of view, punishment behaviour is induced to explain the emergence of cooperation. Secondly, all individuals
participate in punishment and share the cost. In this case, punishment is compulsory but not voluntary. This compulsory type of
punishment suggests the existence of social authorities or social organizations, which need to be established.
1.6 In our paper, we bring up a model with less rigorous constrains to solve the second-order social dilemma: if there exists a
"behaviour-based sympathy" that compensates those who voluntarily punish at a personal cost, the punishing behaviour could
emerge and dominate in the society. In this way, the "second-order social dilemma" dissipates. In reality, this sympathy can be
expressed in many ways such as care, praise, solace, ethical support, admiration, and sometimes even adoration; in our
computer simulations, we use a small amount of transfer payment to express "behaviour-based sympathy". No matter what the
speciﬁc form of sympathy is, as long as it inspires punishment our simulations represent real world punishment.
1.7 There are copious quantities of classical literature from psychology, anthropology and ethics indicating that sympathy is a part of
humanity (Hume 1739; Smith 1759; Darwin 1871;Mencius 1970). Additionally, neuroscientists also discovered its neural basis by
brain scan (Immordino-Yang et al. 2009; Singer et al. 2009). Economists such as Harsanyi (1955), Binmore (1998), Camerer
(2003), Sally (2001), Bergstrom and Stark (1993), set sympathy as an emotional factor in the analysis of Game theory and
decision-making process.
1.8 Our computer simulations show that there exists co-evolution of sympathy, punishment and cooperation. Thus, we offer an
alternative approach to solve the second-order social dilemma.
 Models and Methods
2.1 We assume, that there are three types of individuals in a population of constant size M. X: cooperators, who contribute to the
public goods and sympathize punishers; Y: defectors, who refuse to contribute but exploit the contributions of the other two types
of individuals; Z: punishers, who not only contribute to the public goods but also punish defectors. According to the method
developed by Hauert et al. (2007), the groups engaging in a public goods game are given by multivariate hypergeometric
sampling. Speciﬁcally, we randomly choose N individuals from the population to participate in a non-excludable public goods
game. Among the N individuals, there are Nx cooperators, Ny defectors, and Nz punishers. Thus we have N= Nx+ Ny +Nz.
2.2 We deﬁne:
c: contribution cost (c > 0);
r: multiplier of return (r > 1);
ʴ: strength of punishment (ʴ≥c);
ʳ: punishment cost (ʳ < ʴ);
s: strength of sympathy (s < ʳ);




2.3 We assume that individuals will imitate each other, and that they are more prone to imitate those with higher payoff. This
assumption implies, that individuals with higher payoff generally have higher ﬁtness and are more evolutionarily advantageous.
There are some alternative functions to generalize this assumption (Hauert et al. 2007; Traulsen et al. 2008). The most
commonly adopted one, is the linear ﬁtness function F=1-ˉ+ˉP. Here, F denotes ﬁtness, P payoff, and ˉ selection strength. This
function is a linear combination of the "baseline ﬁtness", which is normalized to 1 for all players, and the payoff from the public
goods game (Hauert et al. 2007). However, when using a high selection strength, this approach cannot be used to analyze
stochastic evolutionary dynamics in ﬁnite populations, since negative ﬁtness values can occur. In order to obtain results with any
selection strength (with 0 < ˉ < 1), we apply an exponential ﬁtness-function with f=eˉP to correlate payoff with ﬁtness (Traulsen
et al. 2008). Our results can be obtained in both approaches.
2.4 We adopt a frequency-dependent Moran process to specify the stochastic dynamics of the ﬁnite population (Hauert et al. 2007).
We tested three different generalized stochastic Moran processes: (i) "death-birth", (ii) "birth-death" and (iii) "genetic pool"
("offspring pool"). For the "death-birth", ﬁrst a randomly selected individual is removed and afterwards another individual is
selected for reproduction with a probability proportional to its ﬁtness and produces a clonal offspring (Taylor et al. 2004; Nowak
2006b). For the "birth-death", ﬁrst an individual is chosen for reproduction and then its clonal offspring replaces a randomly
selected individual (Taylor et al. 2004; Nowak 2006b). For the "genetic pool" ("offspring pool"), ﬁrst each individual in the
population reproduces offspring proportional to its ﬁtness comprising the "genetic pool". Then, one of these offspring is chosen
randomly to replace an individual in the population (Fudenberg et al. 2004). Although, the three processes describe the dynamic
differently, they all lead to the same results.
2.5 Additionally, we assume that any individual of the population could randomly switch to another type with a small probability ʼ,
which is referred to as mutation rate (Hauert et al. 2007).
2.6 The ﬁve steps above are executed successively in the computer simulation (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Computer Simulation Process
2.7 The sequence of the programmed actions is:
Read in parameters 
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Seed the random number generator
While iteration smaller than Max_Iteration do
 Choose N individuals from population randomly
 Calculate payoff based on the set N
 If number of Punisher and Cooperator equals to zero in N
  Set all Payoffs to zero
 Else if number of any member type is zero in N
  Set this member type's payoff to zero
 End if
 If fitness_function is exponential
  Calculate fitness by F=eₑˉp
 Else
  Calculate fitness by F=1-ˉ+ˉp
 End if
 If update type is genetic pool do
  For all types of members do 
   Genetic pool members of this type = fitness of this member type * number of this type in population
  End do
  Choose one random member of the genetic pool to replace a random member of the population
  While one type has negative number of members do
   Choose again
  End do
 Else if update type is death-birth do
  Remove one member from the population randomly
  While one type has negative number of members do
   Choose again
  End do
  Choose one member type to reproduce one offspring with a probability proportional to fitness * number of members in population
 Else
  Choose one member type to reproduce one offspring with a probability proportional to fitness * number of members in population
  Remove one member from the population randomly
  While one type has negative number of members do
   Choose again
  End do
 End if
 For each member in population do
  If a random number is smaller than the mutation rate do
   Change member type to one of the other types (mutate)
  End if
 End do
End iteration
Produce output and statistics
Print graphs and statistics to screen and to file
2.8 We offer the simulation software on line. For more details, see PGG_sympathy v1.0.6.
 The Results of Simulations
3.1 Simulation results clearly show that, if there exists a behaviour-based sympathy, punishing behaviour will be advantageous. The
evolution path shows that after an initial oscillation, punishers will dominate the population persistently and their regime cannot be
invaded by other strategies. Thus the "second-order social dilemma" dissipates (Figure 2).
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Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness
function: exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
3.2 In public goods game without sympathy, punishing behaviour is not evolutionarily advantageous. The evolution path is governed
by alternating short-term domination of each member type, showing a rock-paper-scissors-like style. Compared to the other two
types of behaviour, defection is more advantageous. Without a stable cooperative order, the society falls into the "second-order
social dilemma" (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Public Goods Game without Sympathy
Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness function:
exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
3.3 Our conclusions also withstand robust tests respectively on various parameters. Details are here. In 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, we provide
the robust test results of three important parameters: periods, initial state, and strength of sympathy.
3.4 Robust tests on period. Our results withhold long period. See two examples on Figure 4 and 5.
Figure 4a. Public Goods Game with Sympathy (with periods=106)
Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001. Fitness function:
exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
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Figure 4b. Public Goods Game without Sympathy (with periods=106)
Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001. Fitness function: exponential
function. Moran process: genetic pool.
Figure 5a. Public Goods Game with Sympathy (with periods=107)
Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001. Fitness function:
exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
Figure 5b. Public Goods Game without Sympathy (with periods=107)
Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001. Fitness function: exponential
function. Moran process: genetic pool.
3.5 Robust tests on initial state of different proportions for the three types of individuals in the population. Our results withhold
different initial states. See two examples on Figure 6 and 7.
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Parameter values are X=0, Y=100, Z=0, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness
function: exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
Figure 6b. Public Goods Game with Initially 100% Defectors (without Sympathy)
Parameter values are X=0, Y=100, Z=0, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness function:
exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
Figure 7a. Public Goods Game with Initially 100% Cooperators (with Sympathy)
Parameter values are X=100, Y=0, Z=0, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness
function: exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
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Parameter values are X=100, Y=0, Z=0, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001, periods=105. Fitness function:
exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool.
3.6 Robust tests on strength of sympathy. We tested the evolutionary stability of the punishing behaviour respectively in cases of
s=0_0.20 (with step length=0.05). Parameter values are X=30, Y=40, Z=30, M=100, N=5, c=1, r=3, ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, ˉ=0.5, ʼ=0.001,
periods=105. Fitness function: exponential function. Moran process: genetic pool. It shows that s is positive related to the
evolutionary advantage of the punishing behaviour. See Figure 8.
Figure 8a. Public Goods Game with s=0.00
Figure 8b. Public Goods Game with s=0.05
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Figure 8d. Public Goods Game with s=0.15
Figure 8e. Public Goods Game with s=0.20
 Analytic results
4.1 We based our simulation model on the analysis in Imhof et al. (2005) and Hauert et al.(2007). The analysis of corresponding
stochastic dynamics is greatly simpliﬁed in the limiting case ʼ→0. The population consists almost always of one or two types at
most. This holds because the three monomorphic states are absorbing for ʼ=0. For sufﬁciently small ʼ, the transition among
three types occurs when a mutant appears and spreads to ﬁxation. This reduces to sampling from a hypergeometric distribution
without replacement (Hauert et al. 2007; Imhof et al. 2005). Thus, in this limiting case we can obtain an approximate analytic
expression corresponding to the evolution process.
4.2 If ʼ→0, in a population of constant size M with mi individuals of type i and mj=M-mi of type j, the probability to select k individuals
of type i and N-k of type j in N trials is:
(4)
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of x (cooperator) and y=M-x (defector) are:
(5)
(6)
Similarly, the average payoff between punishers and defectors are:
(7)
(8)
And we assume that sympathy strength is s, and the expected payoffs of cooperators Pxz and punishers Pzx are
(9)
(10)
4.4 Just as we connect the payoff and the ﬁtness by F=eˉp, the ﬁtness of an individual type i in a well-mixed population of i and j is
the index function of its payoff, namely f ij(mi)=eˉP ij( mi). The above payoffs together with the ˉ determine the probability to




4.5 From these transition probabilities, a ﬁxation probability _ij of a single mutant strategy of type i in a resident population of type j
can be derived:
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4.6 The ﬁxation probabilities _ij deﬁne the transition probabilities of a Markov process between the three different homogeneous
states of the population. The transition matrix A is given by:
(14)
4.7 The normalized right eigenvector to the largest eigenvalue (which is 1 for the matrix A) determines the stationary distribution. It
indicates the probability to ﬁnd the system in one of the three homogeneous states. It is given by:
(15)
Where the normalization factor N has to be chosen such that the elements of ￸ sum up to one.
4.8 According to the presented model and algorithm, we plot the stationary distribution as a function of each variable as a supplement
to the computer simulation. See Figure 9.
Figure 9. Stationary Distribution in the Limiting Case
Parameter values are M=100 ( in a, b, c ), M=100~500 ( in d ), N=5, c=1, r=3, s=0.15 ( in a, d ), s=0 ( in b ), s=0.10~0.30 ( in c ),
ʴ=1, ʳ=0.3, and ˉ=0~1 ( in a, b ), ˉ=0.5 ( in c, d ). a Punishers are obviously dominant in public goods game with sympathy. b
Defectors are obviously dominant in public goods game without sympathy except for very weak selection cases. c Enhancing
the sympathy strength obviously endows punishers with more evolutionary advantages and hence weakens defectors. d With
the increase of the population size, the success of punishers is even more ampliﬁed in public goods game with sympathy.
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 Conclusions
5.1 Our research shows that the second-order social dilemma could be solved by inducing the behaviour-based sympathy. This is
based on two reasons. On the one hand, punishment behaviour changes the relative payoff between cooperators and defectors,
and enables the cooperators to be advantageous. On the other hand, the behaviour-based sympathy changes the relative payoff
between punishers and cooperators, and enables the punishers to be more evolutionarily advantageous.
5.2 Literature on biology, psychology, sociology and anthropology regard sympathy as part of humanity, or an emotional behaviour
pattern (Darwin 1871; Eisenberg et al. 1989; Eisenberg et al. 1989; Candace 1987; Elizabeth 1995; Catherine and Geoffrey
1986). Observing ourselves and the people around us, we see that sympathy could be found on almost everyone. In our model,
we research the effect this behaviour laid on the human society. Our simulation results show that: A possible way how
cooperation appeared is the co-evolution of the sympathy, punishment and cooperation behaviour, since they could not evolve
independently.
5.3 On the philosophy aspect, sympathy is a key factor of morality (Smith 1759; Mencius 1970), and justice is embodied by
punishment (Hume 1739; Plato 1976; Kant 1996); The computer simulation results also indicate that, the sense of morality
(sympathy) and justice (punishment) with altruistic tendencies in human nature can co-evolve with the human cooperative
behaviour, and this is consistent with the prospective of individual choice theory of modern biology (Wilson 1975). This
corresponds with the key idea of Darwin's book "Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex" (Darwin 1871). In modern
societies, not only the judicial system, but also the moral norms, the representation of sympathy and punishment, plays an
essential role in sustaining the social norms.
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